30% MORE MILEAGE GUARANTEE
X ONE® LINE GRIP D PRE-MOLD RETREAD

**Mileage Guarantee Summary**

- 30% More Mileage Guaranteed

- Valid only for MICHELIN® X ONE® LINE GRIP D Pre-Mold Retreads on MICHELIN® X One® Casings purchased before December 31, 2023.

- Applicable to a maximum of 20 retreads per ship-to location/customer.

- Valid for line haul applications only.

- Guarantee will pay in the form of a credit for twice the difference of the purchase price between the wide base competitor baseline retread and the MICHELIN® X ONE® LINE GRIP D Pre-Mold Retread.

**Terms and Conditions:**

Valid only for MICHELIN® X ONE® LINE GRIP D Pre-Mold Retreads on MICHELIN® X One® Casings purchased before December 31, 2023. Applicable to a maximum of 20 retreads per ship-to location/customer. Valid for line haul applications only. Trucks must travel a minimum of 100,000 miles / 160,000 km a year. You must assign a minimum of two similar trucks, operating in similar environments to the mileage challenge. Guarantee based on comparison between the wide base competitor baseline retread and the MICHELIN® X ONE® LINE GRIP D Pre-Mold Retread; proof of purchase with date and purchase price necessary for both the competitor baseline retread and the MICHELIN® X ONE® LINE GRIP D Pre-Mold Retread; claim must sufficiently document Removal Mileage (Off Mileage – On Mileage) and tread depth of the wide base competitor baseline retread and the MICHELIN® X ONE® LINE GRIP D Pre-Mold Retread. Guarantee will pay in the form of a credit for twice the difference of the purchase price between the wide base competitor baseline retread and the MICHELIN® X ONE® LINE GRIP D Pre-Mold Retread. Credit will be issued and all documentation must be validated by a Michelin Sales Representative. All MICHELIN® Limited Warranty exclusions still apply. See warranty for details. Michelin reserves the right to modify or discontinue this program at any time for any reason without prior notice. All claims must be made by December 31, 2023. See your local Michelin Retread Technologies dealer, or your sales representative for more details.